Pocket Surgery (Pocket Notebook Series)
Pocket Surgery is the surgical consult that goes with you anywhere! Prepared by residents and attending physicians at Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital, Pocket Surgery follows the style of the best-selling Pocket Medicine, popular among medical students, interns, and residents. The book’s convenient size and loose-leaf format makes it perfect for use on the wards or as a review for Board exams. Pocket Surgery was developed to maximize the efficiency of the student and trainee “to maximize the yield of reading and reference, to be better prepared for time in the operating room or on the ward.” Get all the fundamentals of surgery in one pocket reference! Bulleted lists, tables, and algorithms make essential facts easy to find and retain. Concise and focused content reviews the entire field of surgery including breast, critical care, cardiothoracic, gastrointestinal, colorectal, vascular, pediatric, plastic, transplant, and endocrine. Specialty and organ-based chapters allow for a quick review before starting a new surgical service.

**Synopsis**

Pocket Surgery is the surgical consult that goes with you anywhere! Prepared by residents and attending physicians at Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital, Pocket Surgery follows the style of the best-selling Pocket Medicine, popular among medical students, interns, and residents. The book’s convenient size and loose-leaf format makes it perfect for use on the wards or as a review for Board exams. Pocket Surgery was developed to maximize the efficiency of the student and trainee “to maximize the yield of reading and reference, to be better prepared for time in the operating room or on the ward.” Get all the fundamentals of surgery in one pocket reference! Bulleted lists, tables, and algorithms make essential facts easy to find and retain. Concise and focused content reviews the entire field of surgery including breast, critical care, cardiothoracic, gastrointestinal, colorectal, vascular, pediatric, plastic, transplant, and endocrine. Specialty and organ-based chapters allow for a quick review before starting a new surgical service.
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**Customer Reviews**

I am a surgical intern, and I find this book very useful. It has good information on diagnosis, treatment, and even handy little pictures on basic anatomy. I just wish there would have been a kindle version when I bought my print version!

I bought this at the start of a trauma surgery selective to use as a reference and study at night. I have to say that it saved me more than once when it came to "pimp" questions and overall concise
knowledge. I was able to keep it in my white coat or even the back pocket of my scrubs. I will definitely be using this on further surgical rotations.

Very usefull, specially for rounding and school and even during internship. Basic formulas are there, WHICH MAY HELP YOU OUT IN ANY URGENT MATTER

Pretty good book if you are randomly buying a surgery book for your pocket. However, it is no where as good as Pocket Medicine is for people in medicine. Pretty sure no single book exist for surgery that is comparable to pocket medicine for medicine. Having said that, if you can only use one small book for surgery, this is it.

The hard copies are better designed and easier to read than the Kindle versions, IMO. Nevertheless, I like the Kindle versions because of their portability, and this goes for multiple products. This product is a very useful indeed.

I used this book during my general surgery rotation and it saved my life! Its easy to read and really useful! Great purchase!!

A very good buy for any medical student interested in Surgery and it is a quick reference and fits right in the pocket of your coat!

I don't know how I did 4 surgery rotations without it. It has everything you need for surgery in it!
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